
SPLASHBACK

When you think of powerhouse swimming nations, Sweden 
might not be the first place that springs to mind. But it’s home 
to the oldest existing sports club, which also claims to be the 

oldest swimming club in the world—the Upsala Simsällskap, or 
Uppsala Swimming Society. Founded in 1796 at Uppsala Universi-
ty—Sweden’s oldest university, which itself was founded in 1477—by 
mathematician and astronomer Jöns Svanberg, the society initially 
sought to teach students how to be water safe and did so in various 
rivers in Sweden until a pool facility was constructed in Svartbäck-
stullen in 1841. By the early 20th century, the world-famous swim-
ming school had also begun training competitive swimmers. 

Erica Voolich, a Massachusetts-based genealogist, has done exten-
sive research on the Uppsala Swimming Society because an ancestor 
of hers, Knut Hellstén—lead instructor of the society from 1855 to 
1859—penned a history of the society in 1859. Voolich found the 
manual when sifting through another relative’s belongings after he 
passed on several years ago, and she was kind enough to share a 
scan of the booklet with SWIMMER. (Her experience researching her 
family tree is detailed in her self-published book, “A Ring and a Bun-
dle of Letters.”) Mark Johnston, founder and coach of the Flathead 
Lake Open Water Swimmers club in Polson, Mont., translated the 
Uppsala Swimming Society history for us, saying, “There’s some old 
Swedish that I don’t quite understand exactly, but for the most part, I 
can read it.” (Johnston lived in Sweden for a few years as a teenager 
and has maintained his language skills ever since.) 

According to Johnston’s translation, prior to the founding of the 
society, swimming was a lost art in Sweden. “Swimming was not 
embraced by the Swedish public,” Hellstén writes, and it was some-
thing only Russian prisoners did, as “Swedes looked upon them 
with astonishment even though most could only swim dog paddle.”

But founder Svanberg had always been interested in swimming 
and upon being made a mathematics professor at Uppsala Universi-
ty—a major intellectual capital in 18th century Europe—he set out 
to develop a swimming school. Beginning with an initial class of 
just 10 students, the society launched. 

“In that same year, however, Svanberg moved to Stockholm, 
and with his departure, interest waned. But in 1807, Gabriel Mark-
lin began working to rejuvenate the sport and built a program of 
11 members,” Johnston reports. In 1811, Svanberg returned to Uppsala 
and resumed leadership of the society. 

Not totally dissimilar from today’s American Red Cross Water Safe-
ty program, the Uppsala Swimming Society taught swimmers a range 
of potentially life-saving movements, including “front swimming, front 
swimming with clothes, backstroke, floating, treading water, carrying 
a person, moving a large stone, swimming for distance, diving, jump-
ing from a high board,” and other helpful skills, Johnston reports. Fol-
lowing Uppsala’s lead, schools in Stockholm, Götehborg, Norrköping, 
and many other cities instituted swimming classes, and swimming as a 
skill, sport, and Swedish pastime took off. “Most of the swim instruc-
tors [at these other schools] were originally from Uppsala,” Johnston 
reports, and had been trained in the society’s methods.

Upon completion of the course, participants could earn “Big Awards,” 
and “Small Awards,” along with a “degree” showing completion of the 
class or mastery of the material. The manual Voorlich discovered in-
cludes a list of past winners and notable graduates of the program. 

As Voorlich dug deeper into her own genealogy, she also discovered 
that her great-grandfather, Eric Helsten, had brought some of the fami-
ly business to the United States when he immigrated to America in 
1845. (Although the family’s interest and skill in swimming survived 
the trip across the sea, apparently the traditional spelling of the family 
name did not.) Here in the United States, Helsten marketed a swim-
ming safety program called the Helsten Method, which his letterhead 
describes thusly: “Worth knowing. Saves life. The Helsten Method. 
The wonderful discovery of the age. How to make a downing person 
buoyant and save life. Send $1.00; you will receive full instructions.” 

Although Voorlich has been unable to find original documents 
regarding what the Helsten Method entailed exactly, she did dis-
cover an advertisement for it in a September 1896 edition of the 
Times Democrat newspaper, published in New Orleans. It seems an-
cestor Eric’s swimming program was something of a national offer-
ing here in the United States, a long way from its origins in Sweden. 

From its humble beginnings with just 10 students in 1796, the 
Uppsala Swimming Society’s approach to water safety and swimming 
skills echoes still today; the Swedish Swimming Federation, founded in 
1904, oversees roughly 300 member clubs and about 12,000 swim-
mers. In 1908, the SSF became a founding member of FINA, an organi-
zation that continues to have an enormous influence over the continu-
ation of the sport of swimming the world over.—ELAINE K. HOWLEY 

Swedish swimming has deep roots and long branches

An advertisement for Eric Helsten’s swimming method appeared in a 
September 1896 edition of New Orleans’s Times Democrat newspaper.
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Erica Voolich found a written history of the Uppsala Swimming 
Society along with this wreath given to her great-grandfather Eric 
Helsten for winning a swimming competition.
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